Abstract: A large number of electronic documents are labeled using human-interpretable annotations. High-efficiency text mining on such data set requires generative model that can flexibly comprehend the significance of observed labels while simultaneously uncovering topics within unlabeled documents. This paper presents a novel and generalized on-line labeled topic model (OLT) tracking the time development of extracted topics through a structured multi-labeled data set. Our topic model has an incrementally updated principle based on time slices in an on-line fashion, and can detect dynamic trending for labeled topics in parallel. Empirical results are presented to demonstrate lower perplexity and high performance of our proposed model when compared with other models.
INTRODUCTION
As e-commerce gets ever-increasingly fashionable, people need a valid method to obtain information from a large number of electronic documents. In general, the features of electronic documents are employed to classify the corpus.
Generative models have been usually employed to find the subgroups (topics) included in the document. Hofmann proposed a Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (PLSI) model. PLSI is a generative model, which adds a new topic parameter between document and words [1] . Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) was proposed by Blei et al., which can construct the probability distributions between document and topic, topic and words, etc. [2] .
While LDA is sufficient to model multi-topics per document, this model is not suitable for labeled corpora since, as an unsupervised model, it gives unconspicuous pattern of integrating a set of labels into its generating process. For integrating the set of labels, several models based on LDA have been proposed [3] .
If employing LDA model to get this purpose, this model is commonly used to optimize the capability of a collection of potential topics, such as proposed in [4, 5] , instead of modeling the supervised labels set into model's learning analysis. Latent Semantic Indexing [6] and related methods [7] are also popular unsupervised approaches. While unsupervised label topics are suited to acquire wider patterns in corpus, the obtained topics don't usually in accordance with human provided labels.
On the contrary, the supervised LDA model emphasizes the prediction issue through deducing the most predictive potential topics of document paired with a response [8] . However, these models are single labeled document *Address correspondence to this author at the China College of Computer Science, Minnan Normal University, Zhangzhou, Fujian 363000, China; Tel: +86 15260656959; Fax: +86 0596 2526960; E-mail: cyh771@163.com supervision and learning algorithm and cannot be applied to multi-labeled corpus.
Recently, a multi-Labeled generative model referred as Labeled Latent Dirichlet Allocation (L-LDA) has been proposed by Daniel Ramag et al. in 2009, which bounds LDA model by demonstrating a one-to-one communication between this model's topics and labels [9] . L-LDA considers that every document is tagged using a collection of provided labels, and these labels are important to construct the words based on pre-label probability distributions [9] . This can enable L-LDA to directly learn word-tag correspondences. However, the presence of any potential topics is not assumed by L-LDA. Besides, L-LDA ignores the difference between the topics of computer recognition and artificial labels, which leads to model's insufficient fitness with document's data and poor generalization ability.
Moreover, big data analysis with the above-mentioned topic models can be computationally difficult [10] . A primary study challenge for topic modeling is to efficiently serve models to big corpora [11, 12] . These motivated researchers looked for an optimization model, and ultimately several Online topic models have been proposed [13] . Alsumait et al. (2008) proposed On-line Labeled Topic Model (OLT) that copes with documents in an on-line way through resampling topic distributions for documents from the new stream updating parameters. OLT uses collapsed Gibbs sampling for approximate inference [14] . Hoffman et al. (2010) adopted an On-line LDA variational Bayes as the similar posterior inference for LDA [15] .
However, in order to identify novel topics and analyze their evolution, conventional OLT model needs to measure the word distribution between each topic t before and after an update using Kullback Leibler or Jensen-Shannon divergence [14] . With the increase of identified topics, the performance of topics will be greatly affected. In addition, OLDA model only considers static vocabulary across time [16, 17] .
In this paper, on-line partially OLT is presented, which is based on optimized L-LDA model and modified OLDA model. OLT model takes advantage of the unsupervised learning principle of topic model, but with the restriction that matches discovered topics with defined labels. OLT model considers that each document may employ topics that are classified in the set of connected document's labels, and finds the development of the extracted topics only through comparing topics associated with the same label in an online manner. In order to further improve the performance, OLT model assigns the number of distinct types of labels to threads and adopts multithread technology to implement parallel computing. OLT model also has the ability to predict a label for unlabeled documents.
METHODOLOGY

Models with Topics
Before presenting the OLT model, let us review the basic LDA model. A glossary of notations used in the paper is summarized in Table 1 , and the graphical model representations of our OLT model is shown in Fig. (1) . !"""""""""#$% &'(")*"+),-./ 012345"""""""""""67089:;<:4=
a sparse binary vector of usable labels a space of label LDA model's regarding words as interchangeable is a simplification that is in compliance with the target of recognizing the semantic topics for each document. For a large number of sets of interest, but nonetheless, the supposition of interchangeable documents is improper. For many data sets, such as news articles, research papers, the sequence of the documents implies a trending collection of topics. OLDA model in Fig. (1a) , treats the temporal sequencing information and regards that the data sets are distributed by time slices, and documents as interchangeable within each time slice. OLDA model extends LDA model to operate in an online way. It models the newly arrived data sets within each slice by a k components topic model, where the generated model associated with slice t-1 is employed as the priors for LDA model at time slice t.
OLDA model regards hyper-parameters β as the prior observed enumerations on quantity of times words that are sampled from a topic [13] . Therefore, LDA model runs on data set at current time, and then constructs the count of words in topics that can be employed as the priors for the successive data stream.
On-line Labeled Topic Model
However, OLDA has the capacity to find topics included in documents corresponding to a sequential time slice. It cannot model corpus with labels, since, as an unsupervised model, it does not have the capabilities to provide a mean of incorporating meta-data into generating the proceeding. This simulated us to optimize OLDA to integrate on-line labeled document collection.
Through overcoming the disadvantages of L-LDA model and integrating it with optimized OLDA model, we proposed on-line labeled topic model (OLT) (see Fig. (1b) ), which is a generative model for sequentially organized data set of labeled-documents. OLT model has the ability to update itself incrementally based on time slices in an on-line fashion. On the application side, it finds potential under-dimensional composition of document and study dynamic evolution for the classified topics by labels in parallel. So, in conclusion, we require an OLT model to: (1) update the model and transact the input when labeled-documents within an emerging stream appear; (2) control excessive growth over time; (3) measure the evolution of captured topics in parallel. Table 2 . Work flow of the static portion.
45%6%#&)%$7,897,/./000/7,/:; OLT model is separated with time slice, a disconnection period, e.g. a day, or a year and documents are distributed in different time slices according to their time. The received sequence of documents within a time slice T are expressed as S T = {d 1 ,…, d N }, where N is the number of received documents within T. In the section below, there are two parts corresponding to generative process: firstly, the static portion that has been shown in Table 2 within OLT model, considers a single time slice only, and secondly, the dynamic portion shown in Table 3 within OLT model, is the migration of model over time.
In our formalization of OLT model, a document d contains a multi-set of words w d from a dynamic vocabulary V and a collection of labels d from labels L (indexed by 1…L), each of the label is related with topics K l (indexed by 1…K L ) and where every topic Ø l,k is expressed by a multinomial distribution over w d constructed by a symmetric Dirichlet prior β. Suppose, in the case of a general latent label L that can be used to calculate documents within the cluster, latent topics that have not been stuck with any label are optionally modeled. OLT model supposes that every topic can only participate in one label. In OLT model, we presume that a document d is constructed as follows: an explicit subcollection of usable labels, expressed by a For the dynamic portion of OLT model, κ is represented as a sliding window that comprises a fixed number of time slices and preserves a dynamic vocabulary, where each word relates to the total number of documents contained in current sliding window [13] . In order to keep κ constant, the documents partitioned into first old time slice, are deleted when documents within a new time slice T appear. In this process, vocabulary will be updated by decreasing the total number related with words in documents contained within time slice T-1 by one. If the total number equals to zero, the corresponding word will be deleted. Further update of vocabulary is performed on words in documents within time slices T by the reverse operation. This serves two purposes. The first cause is that the consecutive model will grow indefinitely over time and become less sensitive to modified topic if documents partitioned into different time slices are all saved. So, we use sliding window to control excessive growth over time. The second cause is optimizing OLDA model. Because a fixed vocabulary is considered by OLDA, this assumption is not rational for a practical OLT model, where it is impractical to pre-compute the vocabulary in advance. Therefore, OLT model optimizes OLDA by re-generating vocabulary when adding documents in new time slice to sliding window.
When documents for time slice T+1 arrive, the current OLT model is incrementally updated by representing topic distributions z for all documents within time slices included in sliding window κ, employing ψ, θ and Ø inferred according to previous model in time slice T to construct hyperparameters α' and β', i.e. the Dirichlet priors, for current OLT model. Let ρ be a contribution which determines its degree of contribution of previously known parameters by computing the priors of the successive new mode [13] . The Dirichlet hyper-parameters of a topic t in current time slice T+1 can be obtained as follows: vi t n are the total number of topics t related with documents in slice T and the total number of words contained in those documents related with topic t.
In general, tracking the evolution of captured topics only needs taking into consideration topics associated with same label. For example, if we want to measure the trending of football topic within some time slice, we will only calculate the distance of the captured topics associated with label of sport within that time slice using KL or JS divergence. So, in order to further improve performance of tracking topics' evaluation, OLT model can assign the detected topics according to the associated label and adopt multithread technology to implement parallel computing.
APPROXIMATE VARIATION INFERENCE
In this section, assuming there is a sliding window κ that comprises a fixed number of time slices, {T-|κ|-1,...,T-1}, after a new time slice T+1 arrives, we distract our emphasis from parameters deduction to extraction within time slice T+1, i.e., θ, Ø and ψ.
Similar to the original LDA model, exact inference for our model is intractable. A variety of algorithms have been used to estimate the parameters of topic models, from basic expectation-maximization, to approximate inference expectation propagation, and Gibbs sampling. We used Gibbs Sampling here for posterior inference over parameters, since it is easy to extend and it has been proved to be quite effective in avoiding local optima.
Our main purpose is extracting the joint probability of the observed word based on unobserved label and topic allocations. This likelihood probability can been computed as follows: p(z,w,l|α, β,∧)= p(w|z,β)P(z,l|α,∧). Later, this joint probability can be extracted to derive efficient updates for parameters θ, Ø and ψ. First, the probability p(w|z,β) can be decomposed into ∫p(w,Ø|z,β)dØ. The detailed derivation process of it can be computed as follows:
We expect further expansion of remaining joint probability P(z,l|α, ) which is shown as P(z,l|α, )= P(l|α, )P(z|l, α). Each half of this formula will be probed further in turn. Firstly, let's consider probability P (l|α, ), which, on account of is supposed to be known, and could be decomposed into:
Here, we introduce the notation in which (x) is defined as follows:
We can obtain equation (4) based on equations (1), (2) and (3), which is required by Gibbs sampling.
n n
The symbol n ( d, i) refers to the relevant quantity eliminating the current allocation of topic z and label l in document d at position i.
DISCOVERY AND TRACKING OF TOPIC
OLT model has the ability to detect topics and track their trending over time slice. After new time slice is added into window sliding, the word distribution in detected topics influences. To discover these novel topics and track the evolution of captured topics, we require computing the degree of change, and similarity of topics before and after an update using the Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence. Two topic distributions, P and Q, are calculated using JS divergence as follows:
where D KL is Kullback Leibler divergence.
However, only using the detection of the similarity does not satisfy the requirements for measuring the evolution of the relationship between topics. In labeled data sets, topics are closely related to the label. So, in this paper, OLT model only considers the relationship evolution between topics that have the same label. This means that we need to explicitly know the latent response label of topics.
We can label an extracted topic by label statistics of words connecting it. Considering that each word has disparate degree of importance associated with a label, tfidf is employed. The potential label for a topic is computed as follows:
The label for unlabeled document can be computed through label of topics included in it. Finally, during detecting the evolution of topics between adjacent time slice, OLT model assigns the number of distinct types of labels to threads and employs multithread technology to implement parallel computing.
Topic evolution process is demonstrated as follows: 
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, Enron corpus and Xinhua News Agency will be employed to measure our proposed model. Enron corpus contains 1,227,250 emails with 151 authors. Xinhua News data set contains news attached with time stamp. These data sets were preprocessed for deleting extremely common words, and non-English alphabets.
Perplexity
The primary target of text modeling is density measurement that represents the latent data organization. Perplexity is an ordinary method to estimate this. The higher the likelihood is, the better the performance will be accomplished. The perplexity is defined as follows:
OLT model is the extended model which is based on improved L-LDA and modified OLT model. When on-line style is not been considered and the number of topic associated with label is one, OLT model is translated to L-LDA model. If no account of label and dynamic is taken, OLT model will become the optimized OLDA model. In the first group of experiments, we compared On-line Topic Model (OLDA), L-LDA, LDA, with our presented on-line label topic model (OLT). In our experiments, the time slice and sliding windows are set to 1 day and 3 days respectively. The hyper-parameter α 0 is set to 0.001, a small initial value of α is employed to construct a sparse topic distribution over documents. 0.01 is adopted for β 0 . The average perplexity trained on Xinhua News and Enron corpus are presented in Fig. (2) .
OLDA and OLT models all explore new ways of incorporating metadata of the time stamp information into their models. However, OLT model optimizes OLDA model through employing the set of labels attached with document to offer a better prior for corpus. One can see as shown in these two graphs that making use of the label information significantly improves the predictive log-likelihood.
In addition, the documents clustering of the standard LDA model can be seen as the clustering operation based on topics settled by the user. Since LDA model does not make use of the label or time information for labeled corpus ordered by time, which restricts generalization capability of the LDA model. Therefore, it is evidently couldn't exceed OLDA and OLT models in efficiency.
So, in most cases, the effective use of documents' labels or time information can optimize the performance of document clustering. During the process of document clustering, L-LDA and OLT models can both make use of the label to promote the generation of document's topics. So, the effect of document clustering is obviously better than LDA model. Furthermore, OLT model considers that each document may employ topics that are classified in the set of document's labels and employs time information to improve the effect of document clustering with respect to L-LDA model. As shown in Fig. (2) , the ability of document clustering of OLT model always outperforms L-LDA model.
Algorithmic Efficiency
The comparison of the average iteration time is shown in Fig. (3) . Because there is a linear relationship between the complexity of the model and the number of topics, the average iteration time increases with the number of topics.
OLT and OLDA are able to detect topics without making use of the overall data. These models are constructed by settling sliding windows fraction of documents. However, L-LDA needs the entire memory information for more treatment; the average iteration time of L-LDA is remarkably higher than those of OLT and OLDA models. Furthermore, OLT model adopts the dynamic maintenance of sliding windows before and after an update to control excessive growth, and only samples topics of labels of document. Most importantly, OLT model employs multithreading technology to generate the latent label of topics. After several enhancements of OLDA model, as is shown, the running time of OLT model has been the shortest. 
CONCLUSION
An OLT model has been proposed in this paper, which provides simple probabilistic model to extract four levels of relationship, i.e., documents, labels, topics, time slices and words. Firstly, this model prefers advanced constraints on potential topics which is in accordance with the humanassigned labels. And then, because this model could fit into the Bayesian framework, we further extended this model to incorporate time or sequence information based on optimized OLDA model. Empirical results prove that OLT model offers an obviously higher performance with respect to perplexity, operating efficiency and predictive ability of a label.
